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Can we take advantage of years of building experience to introduce new methods for developing innovative projects, and then share those ideas with confidence ? Can we set up a working method that combines rigour and
imagination, an exemplary approach to experimental projects that is satisfying and beneficial for all partners ?
Is it possible to re-establish a chain of competence between all the actors of a project … thanks to new working
methods ? These questions will be explored in the light of 5 projects over 35 years:
- the Tolbiac urbanised bridge at the 1989 Universal Exhibition with Ionel Schein
- the Tjibaou Cultural Centre in Noumea by Renzo Piano Building Workshop (RPBW)
- the ecological design Intesa tower in San Paolo by RPBW in Turin designed with le Vent et le Soleil
- the Fortress, a mixed usage development for the public and the university of Amiens with RPBW
- the Lago school in Niger’s Tidene valley with the association les Puits du désert

My new life as a teacher raises many questions:
Is it possible to transmit the accumulated experiences derived from the act of construction,
so that, above all they have a utility ? Can these years devoted to building be beneficial, can
one create new methods in project development, and share them with clarity when confronted
with traditional methods ? Shouldn’t we admit that we have come to the end of a dangerous
cycle, shouldn’t we be searching for solutions enabling us to construct in better ways, and, if
possible, less expensively ?
The real question is whether it isn’t feasible to re-establish a chain of competence based on
new, virtuous practices.
The first evidence is that the vast majority of Architecture popularised by the media is of a
total formality. Today, the image proposed to deciders counts considerably more than the
contents of the project. Young architects are often orientated towards the normality and commercial attraction of the politically correct. And if that isn’t enough, they are restricted by ridiculously low fees !
In the majority of large projects, human and sociological considerations are sacrificed to
appearance, ostentatious facades, press commentaries, the necessity for a rapid inauguration
and research reduced to short term priorities. Environment is artificially promoted, within the
framework of administrative necessity, and approved by certification which remains, for the
moment, incoherent. Hence the necessity of re-establishing a chain of competence !
However, can this decadent formality bring in to question all innovation ?
And, above all, can innovation be virtuous in every sense of the term ?
Faced with an ever increasing number of restrictions, we must be inventive, creative, and
ambitious, we must methodically and rigorously propose new technical solutions, a new modus operandi, but always with a humanistic, even poetic vision, with constant respect for Nature, for Human Nature and for the transmission and sharing of values.

Therefore, it should be possible to profit from our experiences and propose a virtuous educational method which would mix rigor with poetry, and develop experiments promoting
harmonious benefits for everyone. Couldn’t it be considered as a return to the basics of the
architect’s craft, to become a go-between, a mediator, combining diplomacy and rigorous coordination with a dialogue between engineers, sociologues, and local communities and inhabitants ? We should lend an ear to all opinions and differences in searching for a common sense
solution, in opposition to current, widespread formality, which is often very costly. In other
words, become architects who are at the same time humble but passionately involved with
their job, and who know how to listen to others and share their projects.
Rather like a Master Chef, who will accept the composition and creation of his menu by
using the combined experience and competence of all his staff, to achieve an end result that
shows the advantage of close team-work.
You could argue that a minor revolution is on its way, which will gradually superimpose
successive layers of common sense by the participation and respect of the end-users, with rewriting programmes, by the mix of use, the optimisation of public expenditure, with new generations of public and private clients, and by taking into account operating costs.
I should like to present a conference based on what I would term a virtuous duality
between innovation and practice, by linking on the one hand creation, experimentation,
and innovation, whilst, on the other hand, putting into motion an harmonious architectural project which respects the lifestyle of those who will use it.
To illustrate this, here are 5 « virtuous » projects spread over 35 years of experience.
Amongst the development of 20 or so innovating projects with Renzo Piano, over 50 Attestations of Expérimentations, and numerous registered patents, I propose to detail 5 projects
spread over time, whilst asking for questions and answers to open a debate:

Project 1. Exposition Universelle 1989 Paris Tolbiac – Ionel SCHEIN
This project, involving an urbanised bridge (Tolbiac) at the 1989 Universal Exposition in Paris, designed by Ionel Schein and Paul Vincent, proposed:
• On the one hand, a double metal framework, creating an intimate relationship with the
Seine, combined with the superimposition of vehicles and pedestrians in the centre of inhabited bridges reminiscent of the Haussmann style.
• On the other hand, showing the possibility of bringing a vibrant and attractive residential
animation to the river and neighbouring quarters in Central Paris.
The innovation here was creating an area above the water, not only for living, but also for
exhibitions, concerts, night markets, in fact for animations of all descriptions. This project
would be valid not only for Paris, but for any riverside city.
The City of Paris did study the idea, but didn’t have the courage to take it any further.
There is an evident lack of daring amongst « deciders » illustrated by the absence of projects
involving residential bridges, or even very simply animated living areas above rivers in general.

Lingotto’s competition

Section / Urbanised bridge in Paris - Expo 1989

This reveals a particular problem: modern urbanism appears to be frozen in what is considered to be « correct » and by a certain standardisation. The current architectural tendency
enables orders to be distributed between a number of architects, but ends up lacking in an obvious coherence in our new districts. Wouldn’t it be possible to find a new equilibrium, to
show greater inventiveness and find a new set of rules which would ensure a certain homogeneity, stronger and more audacious visual links between the different facades ? Shouldn’t the
tendency to « collect » different buildings be countered by giving the priority to the treatment
of the public space ?
•
One anecdote :
Ionel Schein was a pioneer and a remarkable architectural philosopher. For example, in
1982, together with Patrick O’Byrne, he proposed to create a European factory of knowledge
and experimentation in the Lingotto in Turin. The idea was to enable all European companies
to have access to the best researchers and the latest techniques. In 1982 this was visionary.
•
What impact did this almost crazy project have on my professional life ?
Having an apprenticeship with an atypical philosopher is a real opportunity! I knew him
because he had accepted to be part of the diploma jury for my Urbanised Bridge project at
Tolbiac. Afterwards, we worked together on the project of the Urbanised Bridge for the 1989
Universal Exhibition. The conclusion is that every young student should invest himself fully
in his studies, provoke the curiosity of others, and never hesitate to question them. My entire
professional life was turned upside down by this man, and his total integrity. Without a doubt,
the first leitmotiv is to dare to do things; the second is to question and research with a degree
of eccentricity, even poetry; and the third necessity is to be rigorous with experiments. It’s for
these reasons that I find modern urbanism quite disappointing, because it lacks courage.
•
What should experience enable us to pass on ?
Firstly, don’t be afraid to take unusual directions, and, above all, don’t allow yourself to be
swamped by standard thinking. Finding traces of the past should be evident when confronted
with the mediocrity of certain developments. We have regressed everywhere! We should eliminate the physical and mental barriers which invade our neighbourhoods. Today, in every
walk of life, everything is compartmented, from the lack of social mix in the conception of
buildings to the real physical barriers that exist, with the inevitable fragmentation of social,
cultural and community zones! Ionel Schein made me understand that everything would become increasingly segregated. And he was right!

Project 2 . The Tjibaou Cultural Centre – Nouméa.
Conception by the RPBW plus an extended, multi-disciplinary team.
The Tjibaou Cultural Centre will improve our morale! It sprang from a contemporary vision of traditional Kanak huts positioned along a pathway, in reference to tribal practice. With
the help of an ethnologue, Alban Bensa, Renzo Piano was able to create a remarkable project.
The objective of the entire team was to avoid a kind of primary formality, and develop a highly technical project, while at the same time remaining very attentive to the desiderata of the
client.
A combination of scientific development, cultural and social roots.
• On the one hand, an ambitious structure, capable of resisting cyclones, consisting of a
steel and iroko laminate, while simultaneously ensuring a natural ventilation mechanically
controlled by wind speed.
• On the other hand, a close collaboration between the Centre for the Development of the
Kanak Culture and the ethnologue, Alban Bensa, with a view to preserving and respecting
the traditional way of life, with a contemporary vision of huts, the pathway and the famous
Kanak garden. This last aspect enables young Kanaks to identify with their roots and the
sense of specific plants linked to 6 themes: life, the nourishment destined for men and for
women, the habitat, death and rebirth.

Plan, section and tests for natural ventilation
The first specific invention was the laminated structure in iroko and the gluing of iroko to
steel, both of which were laboratory tested. Zero tolerance was essential in a situation where
the 28-meter-high huts would have to resist cyclonic winds of 260 km/h. It represented a major « one-off » in terms of the technical studies, the manufacturing and the assembly.

The rigidity of the structure is obviously ensured by the twin arcs, but they also serve as a
double-skin, as sun shields, and for funneling hot air to the exterior or to the interior by a
chimney effect.
•
Three anecdotes are worth mentioning :
Amongst hundreds of problems, one in particular was the appearance of fungus on certain
parts of the iroko. It disappeared thanks to an ordinary brush, hot water and Marseille soap, a
remedy that was recommended by an American specialist. Common sense is sometimes surprising !
Marie-Claude Tjibaou, a woman of immense wisdom, observed that it would seem necessary to ask the dominant winds to be kind enough to follow the arrows shown on our plans to
ensure the natural ventilation !
On the occasion of the inauguration, our client, Octave Togna, attributed a bedroom for life
in his home to William Vassal and ourselves, to the great surprise of the assembled ministers !
•
What impact did these experiments have on our professional practice ?
The technical development undertaken with a remarkable team lead me to understand the
necessity of considering any project in its globality; the structure, hybrid temperature control,
natural ventilation, the « skin » of the facades, in fact everything relating to the reality of the
end use and ways of life.
Natural ventilation mechanically subject to air speed has since guided my team in most of
the Renzo Piano projects. Even today, 20 years afterwards, Nouméa remains an example of an
harmonious technical vision! It has even served as a model for the hybrid environmental features (a mix of natural and mechanical ventilation) for the Amiens Citadel.
•
What links can be found between the experiments done for this project
and everyday practice ?
Numerous prototypes were necessary, and the work accomplished by François Marre
d’Agibat and the CSTB (with Jacques Gandemer) was amazing. Thanks to a cutting robot, the
fabrication undertaken by Ets. Mathis was remarkably precise, without which the project
would not have succeeded.
• What forms did the experiments take, how were they developed, what results
were obtained and what methods and tests were necessary for them to be conclusive ?
The iroko supplied by the African producers and delivered for the tests was only of average
quality and didn’t correspond to the high specifications of the CSTB . It was essential to be
vigilant. Numerous tests with regard to the resistance of the structure and the optimal functioning of the natural ventilation system were conducted by the CSTB in Nantes. Calibrating the
wind gauges and the motorisation was subsequently done in Nouméa. The comfort induced by
natural ventilation in the huts is considerably better than that experienced in the air-conditioned administration !
• Again, what lessons should be passed on ?
Principally, the exceptional human relations established with the Kanaks! We should keep
open minds and learn from other cultures and ways of life.
Two examples: for Kanak exhibitions, the route or journey leading to the stage is fundamental. This notion has become essential for me.
Secondly, the fact of being obliged to lower your head when entering a building is also an
essential form of respect. We should learn from this humility and certainly not believe that we
know everything !

Project 3 . The Bio-Climatic Tower Intesa Sanpaolo in Turin.
Conception by RPBW and an extended multi-disciplinary team.
This bio-climatic tower was designed in response to the elements of both Wind and Sun.
The tower is not equipped with air conditioning, and is therefore asymmetric, controlled by a
small computer. Benefiting from a Leed Platinum classification, the global conception of the
building features natural ventilation, with motorised double-skin facades, and has the advantage of being extremely economical in energy consumption.
• The environmental concept incorporates differing finishes for the North, East, West and
South faces, prefabricated floor structures allowing nocturnal air circulation, and a new generation of motorised, double skin facades, which create optimal comfort for the users.
• The functional concept provides for a mixed use tower, a very rare concept for a private
bank. The building features conference and public concert facilities, a day nursery with garden, a public café, and, at the top, a glasshouse incorporating a restaurant, café and museum
entirely open to the general public.
• It should be noted that it would be beneficial if all elected deciders, as well as clients,
banished air-conditioning in new generation towers; this would constitute a profound modification in current, formal project developments.

Floor natural ventilation

Public space in the bank

Public Glass house

One of the principal inventions was the glasshouse, incorporating natural ventilation, modulated mechanically by wind speed, as well as controlled air intakes in the floor structure, an
inversed double-skin facade with motorised interior blinds, permitting extraction of warm air
laterally and via the roof. It is worth mentioning that the company, selected to manufacture
the floor structures, initially refused to prefabricate the elements allowing night-time air circulation. They were finally obliged to do so because they were incapable of pouring them correctly on site. In the end, all the floors of the tower were prefabricated.
A particular problem that had to be resolved was the necessary security for the banking
functions, and the consequent separation of bank clients and public visitors on 2 separate
floors, necessitating access to specific lifts at certain times of the day.

• How did these experimentations impact professional practice ?
This tower was an accumulation of numerous technological innovations, and will certainly
be the source of many future developments. For my team, this will be a life-time project.
• Which links that can be found between experimentation and this project ?
Everything is linked ! The project engendered numerous experiments and prototypes which
contributed to the evolution of the global conception. Considerable thanks are due to Anne
Hélène Temenides, Chris Wise, RFR Eléments and the CSTB in Nantes.
• What lessons can be learned ?
Never lose sight of the fundamental objectives of a project right up to the end ! In this project, omitting even one of the component features would have meant air-conditioning the tower. Low energy consumption cannot be divided into little segments that are constantly negotiable. It is a whole, and must serve as a line of conduct right to the end of the road.
Project 4 . The Amiens Citadel.
Conception by RPBW and an extended multi-disciplinary team.
The Citadel combined with the university of Amiens, constitutes a real urban laboratory.
We have developed a global project within a standardised budget, which includes the fundamental structure, natural and mechanically controlled ventilation, and a mix of use.
• On the one hand, we have the development of 2 patented innovations in collaboration
with Terreal : Internal floor structures combining arched brickwork and concrete, included
in the conception of buildings with natural and mechanically controlled ventilation.
Permeable, vegetated surface segments, baptised « diabolo », now available to the public.
• On the other hand, a re-writing of the university programme designed to remove barriers
and open up the site to the urban neighbourhood. We have worked on developing mixed
university functions, allowing the complex to be opened to the public in the evenings, on
weekends and during holiday periods. Information sheets explaining the mixed usage have
been created to this end. This could also be termed an optimisation of public expenditure.

Mixed public and University functions

The specific invention of the « diabolo » segments has allowed two perfectly flat, welldrained public areas to be created, of 3200 m2 and 1000 m2. This was thanks to the collaboration between the architects, the AIA research department, the horticultural engineer Claude
Guinaudeau, the supplier and co-inventor Terreal, and Screg Colas and Jarbeau who ensured
the laying. This proves it is possible to innovate and register patents within the framework of
the planning and construction costs of a partnership in public projects.
One particular problem encountered was the mediocre level of qualification of certain
companies with regards to plans, management and carrying out the actual work, the quality of
which becomes progressively worse each year. In France, innovation is becoming a problem,
especially if certain participants are not up to scratch. The necessary technical rigor is indispensable but increasingly rare ! The formation of young trade apprentices is a constant and
absolute necessity. The continuous decline in building trade standards is becoming dramatic !
The Amiens Citadel project has been developed with the objective of a real mix of use, featuring 15 university sites that can be loaned or rented, which is a fundamental source of income for the University. However, the programme ensuring the management of the site is not
yet in place, and perhaps never will be, despite the crying need of these resources for the University ! Innovation is also a question of not being afraid !
• How have these experiments impacted professional practice ?
A flat, permeable surface can change the conception of many public areas. However, bear
in mind that the ground surface lobbies remain very influent. Everyone should opt for the virtuous solution, with the support of elected councilors and the appropriate technical services.
Impermeable surfaces should very simply be forbidden in an urban environment, and also on
the outskirts of towns where speed is restricted to less than 30 km/h.
• What are the links between these projects and experimental practice ?
Again, everything is linked ! You require a well-knit, extremely competent team supporting
the project manager, in whom the client has confidence, with a supplier ready to invest in research. And not least of all, companies prepared to carry out work in a rigorous fashion;
which today is far from evident !
• How were these experiments conducted, under what form, what benefit did
they provide and what tests were necessary for registering a patent ?
Prototypes and preliminary trials were necessary with Terreal before consulting the companies who would carry out the work. The ATEx were discussed with the CSTB with the help
of AIA Engineering. Finally, two patents were registered.
• What lessons are to be learned ?
To be able a building to evolve over time, it must be flexible. Those that use the Amiens
Citadel in the future will benefit providing that we can convey to them the modus operandi,
and if their motivation and qualification evolve sufficiently. At present, to enable a project
such as Amiens, the remuneration of a Project Manager is highly insufficient.
Project 5 . Desert wells and the Lago School in the Tidene valley in Niger.
Conception by Christel Pernet, founder of the Association Desert Wells.
The combination of international patronage and extraordinary determination have enabled
Christel Pernet and the members of her association to create 175 wells in remote desert areas
for Touareg families. The Lago School is a prime example of development combining the
human aspect of teaching with technology,

The technical contribution has provided water via the creation of a family well equipped
with high quality pumps, electricity for classrooms thanks to solar panels, computer equipment and video projectors.
A revolution for Touareg children who had never seen artificial lighting.

Water and electricity in this desert school - Innovation for human practices
The other aspects were the purchase of goats for the families, to provide children with nourishment at recreation times; a courtyard surrounded by wind-break plantations; engaging
well qualified teachers and the supply of new furniture. In addition, two weekly films are projected for both adults and children. As a result, 50% of the children are able to attend the main
school in town.
This school in the middle of the desert has now 6 future managers training in European
universities.
By sharing the wealth of our education, the cost of which is ridiculously low, this will enable us to combat current violence in the best possible way.
The Associations formed under the auspices of the Law of 1901 are often extremely inventive, and are capable of realizing projects with particularly low costs. Tax benefits should logically enable both families and companies to manifest a certain humanity, but this has still
not become habitual in France.
The project anecdote was that transporting the solar panels and lighting equipment into the
Tidene valley had to be effected under the protection of mercenaries, armed to the teeth !
It is absolutely necessary to distribute technology freely to those that need it simply to enable them to live decently.

• How did these experiences impact professional practice ?
This type of humanitarian project has constant influence on all kinds of behavior in life.
We realise that it is possible to help others using very limited means. It puts the relatively minor problems of our daily lives into perspective when millions of people have neither water
nor electricity.
We could change the world thanks to training and the transmission of knowledge, at a derisory cost. A wise redistribution of only 3% of our income would transform the earth !
A conclusion :
By introducing the practice of multi-disciplinary experimentation into the normal conception procedure of an architectural project, we can demonstrate the added value it can bring in
terms of creativity, and what changes it can lead to in the way of thinking, of communicating
and of sharing knowledge.
An architect should be creative, but at the same time a go-between, a diplomat, and a coordinator, with a capacity to listen, and the ability to forge a synthesis from the global talents of
his team. This could lead to the collective resolution of all problems and restrictions.
A project should be the result of team work, from the very first sketches.

Sometimes the winding paths of research appear far removed from the reality of the industrial world. Despite the fact that the complementarity of knowledge and savoir-faire could
very possibly be beneficial, a partnership with private industry is still regarded with great suspicion, although – with a minimum of precautions – it could be profitable for all concerned.
In fact, it has become necessary to oil the wheels, unblock the mechanisms and re-establish
the connections between all the actors in the process of invention. It can be extremely efficient. It seems to me that each and every one can find his place and share the benefits of work
in common.
To this end, the great workshops of l’Isle d’Abeau are a wonderful means of grouping together multiple skills and abilities !

